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 by Dawn Huczek   

Pizza D'Action 

"Get in the action"

This place has some of the best pizza in town. The pies are larger than

most with toppings aplenty, especially on the Pizza D'Resistance. The

menu also includes tasty appetizers (the mozzarella sticks are great), huge

salads, sandwiches and plate lunches of pasta and other Italian dishes.

The full bar features a selection of pitcher-beer choices that goes beyond

the norm, making this a popular hangout for Little Rock's young

alternative crowd, especially on weekend nights. Families flock there

during the week to fill up for relatively little cash.

 +1 501 666 5403  2919 West Markham Street, Little Rock AR

 by falovelykids   

Zaza Fine Salad & Woodoven Pizza

Co 

"Savor and Sweet"

Come to Zaza and experience amazing salad, pizza, and gelato. The salad

ingredients are fresh, and you can build it with your favorite veggies and

dressings. The pizza here has a crunchy, thin crust, and comes in varieties

such as four cheese and feta, potato, and rosemary. Gelato flavors include

pistachio and dulce de leche. The atmosphere is casual, and it's a popular

spot for lunch on weekdays.

 +1 501 661 9292  www.zazapizzaandsalad.com  5600 Kavanaugh Boulevard, Little Rock

AR

 by Jen SFO-BCN   

Damgoode Pies 

"Pizza With a Twist"

Since 2001 Damgoode Pies has been living up to its name, serving

creative, delicious pizzas. Besides the usual hand-tossed and thin crust

options, their signature Stuffy pizzas have extra sauce, cheese, and

toppings between two crusts. As for the sauce, say goodbye to boring

marinara, because here you can also get pesto, alfredo, their original spicy

white sauce, or combine two of these!

 +1 501 664 2239  www.damgoodepies.com/HTML/ca

ntrell.html

 6706 Cantrell Road, Little Rock AR

 by Riedelmeier   

American Pie Pizza 

"Pizza Passion"

Since its inception, American Pie Pizza has been wowing diners with their

delicious pizzas. The brainchild of sisters, Tamsye Dodson & Melody

Williford, this little pizza joint fuses together old-school and modern

techniques to dish out pizzas and pies that are simply irresistible. Must try

on the menu are the signature Bacon and Pepperoni Pizza and the

signature Supreme Pizza that never fail to be a truly scintillating treat.

Apart from their pizzas the pastas, salads, soups and sandwiches are also

well worth a shot.
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 +1 501 753 0081  www.americanpiepizza.net/  4830 North Hills Boulevard, North Little

Rock AR

 by iSAWcompany   

Layla's Gyros and Pizzeria 

"Great for Lunch or Dinner"

Putting a spin on a traditional dish, Layla's Gyros and Pizzeria serves a

great gyro calzone. They have a selection of salads, sandwiches, and

platters, all featuring flavorful meats and vegetables. They serve pizza as

well, all with friendly service. Try the falafel platter, which includes these

delicious fried snacks along with hummus, tzatziki sauce, and pita bread.

Leave room for dessert and enjoy the baklava!

 +1 501 227 7272  www.laylasgyro.com/  9501 North Rodney Parham Road, Little

Rock AR
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